PRESS RELEASE

MVIS and PROSPEROUS Group Launch the TIM Conservative Index
Designed to track a unique (ultra-)conservative and
globally diversified income investment strategy
Frankfurt, Germany (7 May 2019) – MV Index Solutions (MVIS) and PROSPEROUS GROUP AG, a
Zurich-based innovation focused investment consultant, have launched the TIM CONSERVATIVE
INDEX (ticker: TIMCI/TIMCIGR). The index is designed to track TIM The INCOME Masterclass, a unique

(ultra-) conservative strategy of various, globally diversified income asset classes. MVIS assumes the
role of index administrator in order to facilitate the calculation and dissemination of the index.

The strategy targets low volatility with little or no correlation to traditional markets. It covers ETFs
with a reasonable pricing structure and the following focuses and weights:


70% fixed income,



15% alternative and multi-strategy investments,



7.5 % sustainability, and



7.5% real estate.

“We are delighted to announce our partnership with PROSPEROUS GROUP AG. The TIM Conservative
Index is designed to underlie financial products targeting an investment strategy for the safety
focused investor and the risk averse portfolio manager,” said Thomas Kettner, Managing Director at
MVIS.

PROSPEROUS GROUP AG is led by co-founder and Head of Strategies & Markets, Philippe H. Berthoud,
who helped organize and license the first European ETFs in 1999. “The INCOME Masterclass (TIM) is
designed to anticipate future risks of global capital markets while providing a conservative level of
managed returns and daily liquidity protection with very low volatility,” said Berthoud. “I’m thrilled
to be back in the ETF world and look forward to making our new index available to the marketplace.”
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Key Index Features
Number of Components: 7
Base Date I Base Value: 12/31/2015 I 1000
END
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Note to Editors:
About MVIS www.mvis-indices.com
MV Index Solutions (MVIS®) develops, monitors and licenses the MVIS Indices, a selection of focused, investable and
diversified benchmark indices. The indices are especially designed to underlie financial products. MVIS Indices cover
several asset classes, including equity, fixed income markets and digital assets and are licensed to serve as underlying
indices for financial products.
Approximately USD 13 billion in assets under management are currently invested in financial products based on MVIS
Indices. MVIS is a VanEck company.
PROSPEROUS Group AG
PROSPEROUS GROUP is unifying a selection of very smart seniors with unrevealed careers from the Swiss and Global
Banking and Finance industry such as the former Head Treasury of Roche Pharmaceutical and the Founder of AST FEE,
the first Foundation for Swiss Pension Funds focusing on Renewable Energies.
Important disclosure
The MVIS© indices are protected through various intellectual property rights and unfair competition and
misappropriation laws. In particular, Van Eck Associates Corporation has registered the ‘MVIS’ trademark. You require a
license to launch any product whose performance is linked to the value of a particular MVIS© index and for all use of the
MVIS© name or name of the MVIS© index in the marketing of the product.
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